A wonderful story of two hunsrückisch emigrants

It was in the year 1867, when two hunsrückisch emigrants met themselves at the foot
of the blue mountains. „Hello, Oscar!“ „Hey, old Charlie, it is nice that you let you also
one time see.“ „How goes it you, Oscar?“ „Oh, it goes me good, but yesterday it went
me better.“ „How shall I understand that?“ „That is whole simple, Charlie. Today in
the early, when the boatsman had me just translated to this side of the river, my
horse went through and I made me after it. The horse scratched in a monkeys tooth
the curve and hid himself behind the Rocky Mountains. I ran and ran and ran ... just
how a VW. But one time I got a witch-shot and I saw that it had no purpose more and
I thought you can me crosswise. But to the luck there stood still a jeep from the civil
war. I swung me in it and brr - away went it. But it was a little bit quick, because in
any way I overbeat me, and there stood outcalculated a tree. So I stopped following
the horse.“ „Oh, Oscar, I think it was not very ghostrich, now you must go to foot.“
„Yes, there have you right. I have also had chicken-eyes at my feet.“ „But Charlie,
what gives it new on the good old Hunsrück, have you something heard?“ „Yeah,
Oscar, I became a letter. On the Hunsrück is all in the bucket, because
Schinderhannes made heavy pig there. This wood and meadow-henry made the
whole Hunsrück insure.“ „There stays me the spit away! But drive away with your
story.“ „Well, and soon the french sherifs climbed him on the roaf and made him
ready. There he was flat and when he stood before the high animals in Mainz he
went into himself. - So, now I have cabbagesteam, I must me on the socks, otherwise
my Emma will me the lamp-legs long pull.“ „Yes, Charlie, make it good and neck- and
legbreak.“
Yes, that were still times, weren't it? I hope that you like this little story and if you
were not so heavy on wire that you could that all set over into German, you can ask
the blindwaker who has written all this quatch. - Full of high attention ...
Yours faithfully!

